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Markets Update: A Quarter in Review THIRD QUARTER 2017

Third quarter results were strong across the board with 
every major asset class earning positive returns. Markets 
looked past the string of natural disasters, elevated threats 
of war with North Korea, and increased political noise to 
reach new highs during the quarter. Investors continued 
to benefit from loose monetary conditions, solid economic 
data, and low inflation. This type of environment is 
often referred to as a “Goldilocks Economy”, one that 
is not too hot to spur inflation or not too cold to cause 
a recession. The backdrop is just right for stocks. These 
factors have fostered a benign environment for stocks as 
investors enjoy extremely low volatility. The best example 
of this is the S&P 500’s performance this year. The S&P 
500 experienced the shallowest pullback in history with 
a drawdown of only 3% this year. 

BONDS

The Federal Reserve Bank decided to keep interest rates 
unchanged at 1.25%, but signaled an additional hike in 
December and three more in 2018.  More importantly, 
the central bank announced plans to normalize monetary 
policy and reduce the $4.5 trillion balance sheet they 
accumulated through quantitative easing. After the 
Great Financial Crisis, the Federal Reserve took extreme 
measures to stabilize the economy by purchasing Treasury 
bonds and mortgage backed securities to push down 
borrowing costs. With the economy on much firmer 

ground, the central bank believes there is no need to 
purchase bonds at the same scale. They will begin letting 
maturing bonds roll off of their balance sheet instead of 
reinvesting them. The process is expected to be gradual 
and predictable in hopes of provide minimal disruption to 
the markets. The outcome of monetary tightening (balance 
sheet reduction and interest rate hikes) is unknown. As 
fixed income markets digest and react to a new set of 
conditions and facts, we remain cautious and continue to 
own high quality bonds and lower than average duration 
to better protect against a rising interest rate environment. 
The bond markets delivered positive results during the 
quarter. U.S. bonds returned 0.85%, municipal bonds 
returned 1.06%, and global bonds were up 0.70%.    

STOCKS

Stock markets delivered strong results with international 
and emerging markets leading the way. Emerging markets 
performed the best, returning 7.9%. We continue to see 
improving macro conditions with better economic growth, 
stronger country balance sheets, and corporate earnings 
on the upswing. Emerging markets remain reasonably 
valued relative to developed markets. International markets 
maintained its momentum from last quarter, earning 5.6%. 
The markets continue to be supported by the European 
Central Bank and Bank of Japan through monetary stimulus, 
leading to better economic data and improved earnings. 
In addition, international markets benefited from a weaker 
U.S. dollar, which helped boost investor returns. U.S. 

markets had another good quarter, up 4.6%. The current 
bull market has become the second largest bull market 
since World War II gaining nearly 270% since 2009. A 
favorable economic backdrop, strong earnings, and loose 
monetary conditions continue to drive markets higher. 
Given current valuations and the incredible performance 
U.S. investors have enjoyed, it is important to moderate 
expectations for future returns. While U.S. markets are fully 
priced relative to history, valuations alone do not trigger 
bear markets. Valuations can remain elevated for years in 
the later stages of a bull market. 

ECONOMY

The U.S. economy continues to grow at a slow and steady 
rate, extending the economic expansion to 99 months. The 
economy is in the later stages, but barring any unforeseen 
circumstances such as war, recession risks remain muted 
in the near term. Many of the leading economic indicators 
we follow are not showing signs of stress. The Federal 
Reserve Bank believes the U.S. economy no longer needs 
emergency measures of support and will continue to 
normalize monetary policy. Globally, we continue to see 
economic momentum particularly from the Eurozone and 
Japan. Low interest rates, coupled with a stronger labor 
market and consumer confidence fueled consumption and 
investment in Europe. Japan benefited from Bank of Japan’s 
commitment to monetary stimulus in hopes of stimulating 
economic growth and fighting the deflationary pressures 
that have plagued the country for years.
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Timeline of Events: A Quarter in Review
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“Eurozone Industrial 
Output Rises at Fastest 
Rate in Nearly Six 
Years”

“China Maintains 6.9% 
Economic Growth, Beating 
Expectations as Beijing Walks 
Tightrope”

“US Companies 
Post Profit Growth 
Not Seen in Six 
Years”

“Euro Jumps to Two-
Year High after ECB 
Meeting”

“UK Economy Posts 
Lackluster Growth”

“US Homeownership 
Rate Jumps from 50-
Year Low”

“Global Inflation Hits 
Lowest Level since 
2009”

“Household Debt Hits 
Record as Auto 
Loans and Credit 
Cards Climb”

“UK Jobless Rate 
Hits 42-Year Low” “US Factory-Sector Activity 

Hits Six-Year High”

“Dollar Hits Lowest 
Level in More than 
2 Years”

“US Household Incomes 
Rose in 2016 to New 
Record”

“Eurozone Consumer 
Sentiment Hits 16-Year 
High”

“Moody’s 
Downgrades UK’s 
Credit Rating”

“US Second-
Quarter GDP 
Rose 3.1%”

MSCI All Country World Index with Selected Headlines from Q3 2017

These headlines are not offered to explain market returns. Instead, they serve as a reminder that investors should view daily events from a long-term perspective and avoid making investment decisions based solely 
on the news. Graph Source: MSCI ACWI Index [net div.]. MSCI data © MSCI 2017, all rights reserved.It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Performance does not reflect the expenses associated with 
management of an actual portfolio. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. 
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Markets Summary: Third Quarter 2017 Index Returns

Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Indices are not available for direct investment. Index performance does not reflect the expenses associated with the management of an actual portfolio. Market 
segment (index representation) as follows: US Stock Market (Russell 3000 Index), International Developed Stocks (MSCI World ex USA Index [net div.]), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets Index [net div.]), 
Global Real Estate (S&P Global REIT Index [net div.]), US Bond Market (Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index), and Global Bond ex US Market (Citi WGBI ex USA 1−30 Years [Hedged to USD]). The S&P data 
are provided by Standard & Poor’s Index Services Group. Frank Russell Company is the source and owner of the trademarks, service marks, and copyrights related to the Russell Indexes. MSCI data © MSCI 2017, all 
rights reserved. Bloomberg Barclays data provided by Bloomberg. Citi fixed income indices copyright 2017 by Citigroup.
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+1.13%+7.89%+5.62%+4.57% +0.85% +0.70%
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Beyond the Quarter: Survey of Long Term Performance AS OF SEPTEMBER 30, 2017

INDEX 5 Years % 10 Years % 20 Years % Since Inception % Inception Date

Global Stocks

MSCI All Country World Index (gross div.) 10.79 4.45 6.09 7.91 JANUARY 1988

US Stocks  

Russell 3000 Index 14.23 7.57 7.20 11.86 JANUARY 1979

International Stocks

MSCI World ex USA Index (gross div.) 8.32 1.79 5.18 9.57 JANUARY 1970

MSCI Emerging Markets Index (gross div.) 4.36 1.65 6.67 11.19 JANUARY 1988

Global Real Estate Investment Trust Stocks  

S&P Global REIT Index (gross div.) 6.36 1.19 8.06 7.40 JULY 1989

Bonds

BofA Merrill Lynch 1-5 Year US Corporate and Government Index 1.26 2.77 4.01 5.32 MAY 1986

Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate Bond Index (hedged to USD) 3.07 4.30 5.05 6.05 JANUARY 1990

Inflation

US Consumer Price Index* 1.28 1.68 2.14 2.90 JANUARY 1926

Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Indices are not available for direct investment. Index performance does not reflect the expenses associated with the management of an actual portfolio. *Returns 
are through August 2017. Market segment (index representation) as follows: Global Stocks (MSCI All Country World Index), US Stock Market (Russell 3000 Index), International Developed Stocks (MSCI World ex USA 
Index [gross div.]), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets Index [gross div.]), Global Real Estate (S&P Global REIT Index), Short-term US Bonds (BofA Merrill Lynch 1-5 Year US Corporate And Govt Index), and 
Global Bonds (Barclays Global Aggregate Bond Index [hedged]). Russell data © Russell Investment Group 1995–2015, all rights reserved. MSCI data copyright MSCI 2015, all rights reserved.  Barclays data provided 
by Barclays Bank PLC. BofA Merrill Lynch data provided by Bank of America Corp, all rights reserved © 2015. *8/1/2017
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Lessons for the Next Crisis

Over the coming weeks and months, as anniversaries of 
major crisis-related events pass (for example, 10 years 
since the bank run on Northern Rock or 10 years since 
the collapse of Lehman Brothers), there will likely be a 
steady stream of retrospectives on what happened as 
well as opinions on how the environment today may 
be similar or different from the period leading up to 
the crisis. It is difficult to draw useful conclusions based 
on such observations; financial markets have a habit 
of behaving unpredictably in the short run. There are, 
however, important lessons that investors might be well-
served to remember: Capital markets have rewarded 
investors over the long term, and having an investment 
approach you can stick with—especially during tough 
times—may better prepare you for the next crisis and 
its aftermath. 

BENEFITS OF HINDSIGHT

In 2008, the stock market dropped in value by almost 
half. Being a decade removed from the crisis may make it 
easier to take the past in stride. The eventual rebound and 
subsequent years of double-digit gains have also likely 
helped in this regard. While the events of the crisis were 
unfolding, however, a future of this sort looked anything 

but certain. Headlines such as “Worst Crisis Since ’30s, 
With No End Yet in Sight,” “Markets in Disarray as 
Lending Locks Up,” and “For Stocks, Worst Single-Day 
Drop in Two Decades” were common front page news. 
Reading the news, opening up quarterly statements, or 
going online to check an account balance were, for 
many, stomach-churning experiences.

While being an investor today (or during any period, 
for that matter), is by no means a worry-free experience, 
the feelings of panic and dread felt by many during 
the financial crisis were distinctly acute. Many investors 
reacted emotionally to these developments. In the heat of 
the moment, some decided it was more than they could 
stomach, so they sold out of stocks. On the other hand, 
many who were able to stay the course and stick to their 
approach recovered from the crisis and benefited from 
the subsequent rebound in markets.

It is important to remember that this crisis and the subsequent 
recovery in financial markets was not the first time in history 
that periods of substantial volatility have occurred. 

Although a globally diversified balanced investment 
strategy invested at the time of each event would have 
suffered losses immediately following most of these 

events, financial markets did recover. In advance of such 
periods of discomfort, having a long-term perspective, 
appropriate diversification, and an asset allocation 
that aligns with their risk tolerance and goals can help 
investors remain disciplined enough to ride out the storm. 
A financial advisor can play a critical role in helping to 
work through these issues and in counseling investors 
when things look their darkest.

CONCLUSION

In the mind of some investors, there is always a “crisis of 
the day” or potential major event looming that could mean 
the beginning of the next drop in markets. As we know, 
predicting future events correctly, or how the market will 
react to future events, is a difficult exercise. It is important 
to understand, however, that market volatility is a part of 
investing. To enjoy the benefit of higher potential returns, 
investors must be willing to accept increased uncertainty. 
A key part of a good long-term investment experience 
is being able to stay with your investment philosophy, 
even during tough times. A well-thought-out, transparent 
investment approach can help people be better prepared 
to face uncertainty and may improve their ability to stick 
with their plan and ultimately capture the long-term returns 
of capital markets.

Adapted from “Lessons for the Next Crisis” on Dimensional’s website, September, 2017. Dimensional Fund Advisors LP (“Dimensional”) is an investment advisor registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission. 
Diversification does not eliminate the risk of market loss. There is no guarantee investment strategies will be successful. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. All expressions of opinion are subject to change 
without notice in reaction to shifting market conditions. This content is provided for informational purposes, and it is not to be construed as an offer, solicitation, recommendation, or endorsement of any particular 
security, products, or services.
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